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Abstract
In this paper, we prove some continuous and compact embedding theorems for
weighted Sobolev spaces, and consider both a general framework and spaces of
radially symmetric functions. In particular, we obtain some a priori Strauss-type decay
estimates. Based on these embedding results, we prove the existence of ground state
solutions for a class of quasilinear elliptic problems with potentials unbounded,
decaying and vanishing.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following quasilinear elliptic problems:⎧⎨
⎩–pu +V (x)|u|
p–u = K(x)|u|q–u, x ∈RN ,
|u(x)| →  as |x| → ∞,
(.)
where N > ,  < p ≤ N , –pu = –div(|∇u|p–∇u), V (x) and K(x) are nonnegative mea-
surable functions, and may be unbounded, decaying and vanishing.






V (x) >  and lim|x|→+∞V (x) = +∞, (.)
Rabinowitz [] proved the existence of a ground state solution for problem (.). Further,
when V (x) has a positive lower bound and K(x) is bounded, using critical point theory,
del Pino and Felmer [, ] obtained that problem (.) might also not have a ground state




 + |x|)–αV (x) >  and sup
x∈RN
(
 + |x|)βK(x) < +∞, (.)
where  < α < , β > (–α)(N –q(N –)), Ambrosetti, Felli andMalchiodi [], Ambrosetti,
Malchiodi and Ruiz [] obtained the ground and bound state solutions for problem (.).
© 2013 Zhang; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribu-
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In fact, condition (.) implies that V (x) tends to zero at inﬁnity. In particular, when the
potentials V (x) and K(x) are neither bound away from zero nor bounded from above,
Bonheure and Mercuri [] proved the existence of the ground state solution for problem
(.) and obtained the decay estimates by using theMoser iteration scheme. For the radially
symmetric space D,rad(RN ) = {u(x) = u(|x|),u ∈ L
N
N– (RN ),∇u ∈ L(RN ,RN )}, Strauss []
obtained the famous Strauss inequality
∣∣u(x)∣∣≤ C|x|–N– ‖u‖D,(RN ), (.)
for a.e. x ∈RN and u ∈D,rad(RN ). Berestycki and Lions [] proved the existence of a ground
state solution for some scalar equation. In , as the potentialsV (x) andK(x) are radially
symmetric, Su, Wang and Willem [] obtained the existence of a ground state solution
for problem (.) with V (x) and K(x) unbounded and decaying.
For p 	= , to the best of our knowledge, it seems to be little work done. do Ó and
Medeiros [] obtained the existence of a ground state solution for some p-Laplacian ellip-
tic problems inRN . Zhang [] considered amountain pass characterization of the ground
state solution for p-Laplacian elliptic problems with critical growth. When V (x) and K(x)
are radially symmetric, Su, Wang and Willem [] considered the following quasilinear
elliptic problem:⎧⎨
⎩–pu +V (|x|)|u|
p–u = K(|x|)|u|q–u, x ∈RN ,
|u(x)| →  as |x| → ∞,
(.)
and proved some embedding results of a weighted Sobolev space for a radially symmetric
function, and obtained the existence of ground and bound state solutions for problem
(.).
In this paper, for the general potentials V (x) and K(x) allowing to be unbounded or van-
ish at inﬁnity, we obtain some necessary and suﬃcient conditions about some continuous
and compact embeddings for the weighted Sobolev space. Based on variational methods
and some compact embedding results, we obtain the existence of ground and bounded
state solutions for problem (.). On the other hand, for the radial potentials V (|x|) and
K(|x|), in [] various conditions have been considered forV (|x|),K(|x|)∼ |x|α with α ∈R.
Our ﬁrst purpose is to consider V (|x|) and K(|x|) whose behavior can be described by a
more general class of functions. Furthermore, we obtain some a priori Strauss-type decay
estimates and some continuous and compact embedding results for the radial symmet-
ric weighted Sobolev space. The results then are used to obtain ground and bound state
solutions for problem (.).
It is worth pointing out that we provide here a uniﬁed approach what conditions the
potentialsV (x) andK(x) should satisfy so that problem (.) and problem (.) have ground
and bound state solutions, respectively. We extend the results in [] to a large class of
weighted Sobolev embeddings and obtain some new embedding theorems for the general
potentials and radially symmetric potentials.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section , we collect some results. In Section ,
we obtain some embedding results for the general potentials. In Section , we focus on
radially symmetric potentials and prove the continuous and compact embeddings. Sec-
tion  is devoted to the existence of ground and bound state solutions for problem (.)
and problem (.), respectively.
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2 Preliminaries
In this section, let C∞ (RN ) denote the collection of smooth functions with compact sup-








We write C∞,r(RN ) = {u ∈ C∞ (RN )|u(x) = u(|x|)} and D,pr (RN ) is the corresponding sub-
space of a radial function for D,p(RN ).




N) = {u :RN →R ∣∣∣∣ u is measurable,
∫
RN













ThenwehaveW ,pV (RN ) =D,p(RN )∩LpV (RN ), which is a Banach space under the uniformly
convex norm
‖u‖W ,pV (RN ) =
(∫
RN
(|∇u|p +V (x)|u|p)dx) p = (‖u‖pD,p(RN ) + ‖u‖pLpV (RN )) p , (.)
where ‖u‖Lpν (RN ) = (
∫
RN V (x)|u|p dx)

p .
Now, we state some Hardy inequalities.













Lemma . [] If N > ,  < p <N , p≤ q +  <∞ and q +  = p(N+c)N–p for some c ∈ [–p,∞),
























(|x| log R|x| )N
dx for every u ∈D,N (),
where BR() is the ball in RN centered at  with radius R, BcR() denotes the complement of
BR().
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3 Embedding results for general potentials
In this section, we derive a tool giving the embedding results on a piece of the partition.
We consider the possible relation between the behavior of V (x) and K(x).
Lemma . Let  ⊂RN be smooth possibly unbounded and
(H)  < p <N , p≤ q +  < p∗, p∗ = NpN – p ,
V (x) and K(x) :RN →R be measure nonnegative functions. V (x) >  a.e. in RN .
(a) If there exists α ∈ [, ] such that
Np






)– α(q+)p ) NpNp–(q+)(N–(–α)p) dx <∞,
then the embedding
W ,pV () ↪→ Lq+K ()
is continuous;
(b) If there exist α ∈ [, ] andm ∈ (p,p∗) such that
α(q + )
p +
( – α)(q + )




)– α(q+)p ∈ L pmpm–αm(q+)–(–α)p(q+) ()
and α ∈ (, ) such that
Np
(q + )(N – ( – α)p)
≥ ,







)– α(q+)p ] NpNp–(q+)(N–(–α)p) dx < ε,
then the embedding
W ,pV () ↪→ Lq+K ()
is compact.
Proof (a) Since there exists α ∈ [, ] such that Np(q+)(N–(–α)p) ≥ , we have
Np
Np – (q + )(N – ( – α)p) ∈ [, +∞).
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Lp∗ () , (.)
where (q+)(N–(–α)p)Np +
Np–(q+)(N–(–α)p)
Np = . Since p∗ is the critical Sobolev exponent, by the






Hence, we obtain that the embeddingW ,pV () ↪→ Lq+K () is continuous.
(b) For any ﬁxed ε > , let BRε () be the ball inwith Rε . Since there exist α ∈ (, ) and
m ∈ (p,p∗) such that
(
α
p (q + ) +
( – α)






)– α(q+)p ∈ L pmpm–αm(q+)–(–α)p(q+) (),
arguing as in the proof of (.), by the compact embedding of D,p (BRε ) into Lm(BRε ), we
have∫
BRε




W ,pV (BRε )
.
Hence, we have
W ,pV (BRε ) ↪→ Lq+K (BRε ) is compact. (.)





Np–(q+)(N–(–α)p) dx < ε, we have
∫
\BRε
K(x)|u|q+ dx≤ C‖u‖α(q+)LpV () ‖u‖
(–α)(q+)
Lp∗ () .
Assume un ⇀  (weakly) inW ,pV (), then we have
∫
\BRε
K(x)|un|q+ dx≤ cε. (.)
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Combining (.) and (.), we have∫

K(x)|un|q+ dx→  (strongly) as n→ ∞.
Hence, we obtain thatW ,pV () ↪→ Lq+K () is compact. 
Now, we state our main theorem in this section.
Consider a ﬁnite partitionM =∑i{i} of RN and i is unbounded.
Theorem . If condition (H) is satisﬁed for any i ∈N and i, assume that
(a) there exist αi ∈ [, ] such that
Np








)– αi(q+)p ] NpNp–(q+)(N–(–αi)p) dx < +∞,
then the embeddingW ,pV (RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is continuous;
(b) there exist α,i ∈ [, ] and mi ∈ (p,p*) such that
α,i(q + )
p +






)– α,ip (q+) ∈ L mippmi–α,imi(q+)–(–α,i)p(q+) (i)
and α,i ∈ (, ) such that
Np
(q + )(N – ( – α,i)p)
≥ 
and







)– α,ip (q+)] NpNp–(q+)(N–(–α,i)p) dx < ε,
then the embeddingW ,pV (RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is compact.





















W ,pV (RN )
.
Hence, we obtain thatW ,pV (RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is continuous.







)– α,i(q+)p ] NpNp–(q+)(N–(–α,i)p) dx < ε,











)– α,i(q+)p ] NpNp–(q+)(N–(–α,i)p) dx < ε. (.)





K(x)|u|q+ dx < ε‖un‖q+W ,pV (RN ). (.)
By (.) and the local compactness in BRi,ε , we obtain that∫
RN
K(x)|u|q+ dx→  as n→ ∞.
Hence, we haveW ,pV (RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is compact. 
Remark . () Let K(x) ∈ L∞(RN ) and q + ≤ p∗, and q +  < p∗, we obtain the standard
local Sobolev embedding.
() Let p = , we obtain that if K(x)[V (x)]r ∈ L∞(RN ) with r = q+ (N – ) – N , the em-
beddingW ,V (RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is compact. This has already been obtained in [].
4 Embedding theorem for a radially symmetric function space
Assume thatV (|x|) andK(|x|) are radial weights. In [], Su,Wang andWillem considered
for potentials V ,K ∼ rα with α ∈R and obtained some embedding theorems. In this sec-
tion, we extend some results in [] to a more general class of functions for r → +∞, +.
In particular, we also obtain some embedding theorems for the Sobolev spaceW ,NV ,r (RN ).
Theorem . and Theorem . are new embedding results.




;xα(α 	= ); [log log · · · logx︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times products
]α(α 	= ,k ∈N); ecxα (c 	= ;α > )}.




fk : fk ∈ C(+∞),n ∈N
}
.
Since C ′(+∞) is not closed with respect to the operation f → exp f , we consider
C ′′ (+∞) =
{
exp cf (x) : f ∈ C ′(+∞), f (+∞) = +∞, c 	= 
}
.
Then we have C(+∞) = C′ ∪ C ′′ and C ′(+∞) = {
∏n
k= fk : fk ∈ C(+∞),n ∈N}. The process
can be iterated, we have the following.
Deﬁnition . The set C(+∞) =⋃n∈N C ′n is called Hardy-Dieudonne class of functions at
+∞. C(x+) = {f (x) = g((x–x)–), g ∈ C(+∞)} is called Hardy-Dieudonne class of functions
at x+.
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Now, let V (|x|), K(|x|) be continuous nonnegative functions in (,∞), and
(V) lim infr→∞ V (r)V∞(r) >  and lim infr→+
V (r)
V(r) > ;
(K) lim supr→∞ K (r)K∞(r) <∞ and lim supr→+ K (r)K(r) <∞,
where V,K ∈ C(+) and V∞,K∞ ∈ C(+∞).
By conditions (V) and (K), we obtain that there exist positive constants r, r∞, a, a∞,
b, b∞ such that
aV(r)≤ V (r), ∀r ≤ r, and a∞V∞(r)≤ V (r), ∀r > r∞, (.)
bK(r)≤ K(r), ∀r ≤ r, and b∞K∞(r)≤ K(r), ∀r > r∞. (.)




N) = {u : ∫
RN
K
(|x|)|u|q+ dx <∞,u is radial}
and W ,pV ,r(RN ) = {u : u ∈ D,pr (RN ),
∫
RN V (|x|)|u|p dx < ∞,uis radial} under the uniformly
convex norm







(|x|)|u|p dx) p .
Lemma . Assume that u ∈W ,pV ,r(RN ) and V (x) satisﬁes condition (V),  < p <N . If
(a) () p(N – )(V(r)) + (p – )rV ′(r) >  for  < r < r, then there exists C >  such that
∣∣u(r)∣∣≤ C[r–N(V(r)) –pp ] p ‖u‖W ,pV ,r (RN ) a.e. in (, r). (.)
() p(N – )(V∞(r)) + (p – )rV ′∞(r)≥  for r > r∞, then there exists C >  such that
∣∣u(r)∣∣≤ C[r–N(V∞(r)) –pp ] p ‖u‖W ,pV ,r (RN ) a.e. in (r∞, +∞). (.)
(b) () p(N – )(V(r)) + (p – )rV ′(r) <  for  < r < r and V– (r), V ′(r), r ∈ L∞(, r),
then (.) holds.
() p(N – )(V(r)) + (p – )rV ′(r) <  for r > r∞ and V–∞ (r), V∞(r), r ∈ L∞(r∞,∞),
then (.) holds.





∣∣u(s)∣∣p–∣∣u′(s)∣∣(V(s)) p–p sN– ds
– (N – )
∫ r
r
∣∣u(s)∣∣p(V(s)) p–p sN– ds





)– p ∣∣u(s)∣∣p(V ′(s))sN– ds.
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(|∇u|p +V (x))|u|p dx
≤ C‖u‖p
W ,pV ,r (RN )
, (.)
where ωN is the volume of the unit sphere in RN .





∣∣u(s)∣∣p(V(s)) p–p sN– ds





)– p ∣∣u(s)∣∣p(V ′(s))sN– ds > . (.)
Combining (.) and (.), we have
∣∣u(r)∣∣≤ C[r–N(V(r)) –pp ] p ‖u‖W ,pV ,r (RN ) a.e. in (, r).
() By density, it is enough to prove it for u ∈D(RN ) with support in BcR∞ , we have
∣∣u(r)∣∣p(V∞(r)) p–p rN– ≤ p∫ +∞
r∞
∣∣u(s)∣∣p–∣∣u′(s)∣∣(V∞(s)) p–p sN– ds
– (N – )
∫ +∞
r∞
∣∣u(s)∣∣p(V∞(s)) p–p sN– ds





)– p ∣∣u(s)∣∣p(V ′(s))sN– ds.
By a similar computation as for (.) and(.), we have
∣∣u(r)∣∣p(V∞(r)) p–p rN– ≤ C‖u‖pW ,pV ,r (RN ),
and this yields (.).
(b)() If p(N – )(V(r)) + (p – )rV ′(r) >  for  < r < r.




∣∣u(s)∣∣p(V(s)) p–p sN– ds
= (N – )
∫ r
r
∣∣u(s)∣∣p–(V(s)) p–p |u(s)||s| · sN– ds
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(|∇u|p +V (|x|))|u|p dx






∣∣u(s)∣∣p(V(s))– p (V ′(s))sN– ds
= p – p
∫ r
r
∣∣u(s)∣∣p–(V(s)) p–p ·V– (s)V ′(s) · s |u(s)|s sN– ds
≤ C′
∥∥V– (s)V ′(s)s∥∥L∞(,r)‖u‖pW ,pV ,r (RN ). (.)
Combining (.), (.) and (.), we obtain that (.) holds.
() If p(N – )(V(r)) + (p – )rV ′(r) <  for r > r∞ and V–∞ (r)V∞(r)r ∈ L∞(r∞,∞), we
can argue as in the above proof. 
Let p =N , we consider the Sobolev spaceW ,NV ,r (RN ).
Lemma . Assume that u ∈W ,NV ,r (RN ) and V (x) satisﬁes condition (V). If
(a) NV(r) + rV ′(r) <  for  < r < r and V ′(r)V– (r)r ∈ L∞(, r), then there exists
C >  such that
∣∣u(r)∣∣≤ C(r–N(V(r))N–N ∣∣∣∣log r
∣∣∣∣
) 
N ‖u‖W ,NV ,r (RN ) a.e. in (, r).
(b) NV∞(r) + rV ′∞(r) <  for r > r∞ and V ′∞(r)V–∞ (r)r ∈ L∞(r∞, +∞), then there exists
C >  such that
∣∣u(r)∣∣≤ C(r–N(V∞(r))N–N ∣∣∣∣log r
∣∣∣∣
) 
N ‖u‖W ,NV ,r (RN ) a.e. in (r∞,∞).
Proof (a) Arguing as in the proof of () of (a) in Lemma ., by Hölder’s inequality and










∣∣u(s)∣∣N(V(s))N–N |u(s)|s| log s | sN– ds
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∣∣∣∣‖u‖NW ,NV ,r (RN ). (.)





∣∣u(s)∣∣N(V(s))– N (V ′s))sN– ds
≤ C∥∥V– (s)V ′(s)s∥∥L∞(,r)
∣∣∣∣log r
∣∣∣∣‖u‖W ,NV ,r (RN ). (.)
Combining (.) and (.), we obtain
∣∣u(r)∣∣≤ C(r–N(V(r))N–N ∣∣∣∣log r
∣∣∣∣
) 
N ‖u‖W ,NV ,r (RN ) a.e. in (, r).
(b) Similarly, we can argue as in the proof of (a) in Lemma .. 
Remark .
() The previous estimates should be compared with Lemma  in [],
∣∣u(x)∣∣≤ C|x|– (N–p)p ‖u‖D,p(RN ) for a.e. x ∈RN ,
for every u ∈D,prad(RN );
() Our results extend Lemma  and Lemma  in [], and we obtain the general
Strauss-type decay estimates;
() Under the conditions of Lemma . and Lemma ., we obtain that there exist two
comparison functions g, g ∈ C(, +∞) such that
∣∣u(r)∣∣≤ Cg‖u‖W ,pV ,r (RN ) a.e. in (, r) and∣∣u(r)∣∣≤ Cg‖u‖W ,pV ,r (RN ) a.e. in (r∞,∞).
(.)
Now, we state our main embedding theorems in this section.
Theorem. If V (x) and K(x) satisfy (V) and (K),RN\{supp(V (x))} is relatively compact,
K ∈ L∞loc(RN\{}).
(a) If  < p <N and p≤ q +  <∞,
() K(r)r
Np+(N–p)(q+)
p ∈ L∞(, r) and K(r)r
Np+(N–p)(q+)
p ∈ L∞(r∞,∞), or
() K(r)V– (r)(g(r))(q+)–p ∈ L∞(, r) and K∞(r)V–∞ (r)(g(r))(q+)–p ∈ L∞(r∞,∞),
then the embeddingW ,pV ,r(RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is continuous.
(b) If p =N , q + ≥N , K(r)( r| log r | )
N (g(r))(q+)–N ∈ L∞(, r) and
K∞(r)( r| log r | )
N (g(r))(q+)–N ∈ L∞(r∞,∞), then the embedding
W ,NV ,r (RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is continuous.
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Proof (a)() If K(r)r
Np+(N–p)(q+)








By Lemma ., we obtain
∫
RN

























W ,pV ,r (RN )
. (.)









W ,pV ,r (RN )





W ,pV ,r (RN )
. (.)




W ,pV ,r (RN )
. (.)
(b) If p = N , K(r)( r| ln r | )
N–(q+)(g(r))(q+)–N ∈ L∞(, r). By Hölder’s inequality and


















(|x| log x )N
sN– ds‖u‖(q+)–N
W ,NV ,r (RN )
≤ C‖u‖(q+)–N














W ,NV ,r (RN )
. (.)
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If K(r)( r| ln r | )




W ,NV ,r (RN )
. (.)
From Lemma  in [], we have the following.
Under the conditions of Theorem ., for  < r < R <∞ and R , the embedding
W ,pV (BR\Br) ↪→ Lq+K (BR\Br) is compact. (.)
Now, we prove that the embedding W ,pV ,r(RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) for  < p≤N is continuous. It
suﬃces to show
Sr(V ,K) = inf
u∈W ,pV ,r (RN )
∫












(|x|)|un|q+ dx =  and ∫
RN
(|∇un|p +V (|x|)|un|p)dx→  as n→ ∞.
But from (.) and (.), or (.) and (.), or (.) and (.), and (.), let r∞ be










(|x|)|un|q+ dx + ∫ ∞
r∞
K




≤ C‖un‖q+W ,NV ,r (RN ) →  as n→ ∞,
which yields a contradiction. 
Theorem . If V (x) and K(x) are nonnegative measurable functions satisfying (V) and
(K). K(x) ∈ L∞loc(RN\{}) and RN\{suppV (x)} is relatively compact.
(a) If  < p <N , p≤ q +  <∞.
() K(r)r
Np+(N–p)(q+)
p = o() as r → + and K(r)r Np+(N–p)(q+)p = o() as r → ∞,
or
() K(r)V– (r)[g(r)]q+–p = o() as r → + and K∞(r)V–∞ (r)[g(r)]q+–p = o() as
r → ∞,
then the embeddingW ,pV ,r(RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is compact.
(b) If p =N , q + ≥N , K(r)( r| log r | )
N–(q+) · (g(r))q+–N = o() as r → + and
K∞(r)( r| log r | )
p–(q+) · (g(r))q+–p = o() as r → ∞, then the embedding
W ,NV ,r (RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) is compact.
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W ,pV ,r (RN )
and
∫∞
r∞ K(|x|)|u|q+ dx≤ ε‖u‖
q+
W ,pV ,r (RN )
.




(|x|)|un|q+ dx≤ Cε‖un‖q+W ,pV ,r (RN ) ≤ Cε,
then we have ‖un‖Lq+K ,r (RN ) →  (strongly). Hence the embedding is compact. 
5 Ground and bound state solutions
Now, consider problem (.) with general potentials
⎧⎨
⎩–pu +V (x)|u|
p–u = K(x)|u|q–u, x ∈RN ,
|u(x)| →  as |x| → ∞.
Theorem . Under the assumptions of Theorem ., i.e.,W ,pV (RN ) is compact embedded
into Lq+K (RN ), then problem (.) has a ground state solution.










W ,pV (RN )




It is obvious that the critical point of the functional I(u) is exactly the weak solution of
problem (.). The existence of a ground state solution follows from the compact embed-
dingW ,pV (RN ) ↪→ Lq+K (RN ) immediately.
Further, consider problem (.) with radially symmetric potentials
⎧⎨
⎩–pu +V (|x|)|u|
p–u = K(|x|)|u|q–u, x ∈RN ,
|u(x)| →  as |x| → ∞,
where  < p≤N . Similarly to Theorem ., we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem . Under the assumptions of Theorem ., i.e.,W ,pV ,r(RN ) is a compact embed-
ding into Lq+K ,r (RN ), then problem (.) has a ground state solution.
For a more general equation than (.),
⎧⎨
⎩–pu +V (|x|)|u|
p–u = K(|x|)f (u), x ∈RN ,
|u(x)| →  as |x| → ∞.
(.)
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If f ∈ C(R,R) and f () = , |f (u)| ≤ C(|u|p– + |u|q) and there exists μ > p such that
 < μF(u) = μ
∫ u

f (s)ds≤ uf (u), ∀u ∈R,
then we have the following theorem.
Theorem . Under the above conditions and assumptions of Theorem ., problem (.)
has a positive solution. If, in addition, f is odd in u, then problem (.) has inﬁnitely many
solutions in W ,pV ,r(RN ).
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